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Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General 
The structural design of buildings to be located in a seismically 
active area must provide safety against severe earthquakes. When the maxi-
mum earthquake loading a structure can sustain is of primary interest, ductil-
ity (i.e., capability of the structural members to sustain severe excursions 
into the inelastic range) plays as important a role as strength. In an early 
investigation of the inelastic response of multi-story structures Penzien (19) 
idealized his analytical model as a plane frame of the shear type restricting 
the yielding behavior to the columns. The following works (5,9,10) studied 
among other important parameters the distribution of ductility requirements 
in the members of tall buildings subjected to strong earthquake motion. These 
works provide a good means for a much better understanding of the behavior of 
highrise buildings, and structures in general. The elasto-plastic, bilinear, 
or the Ramberg-Osgood representations of hysteretic behavior can adequately 
be used to study the response of steel structures, however, this is not the 
case for reinforced concrete members which are not well confined or undergo 
considerable amounts of inelastic deformation. Reinforced concrete members 
subjected to several cycles of large nonlinear deformations exhibit a sub-
stantial loss in stiffness ("stiffness degradationll), however, their ultimate 
strength remains practically unaltered (2). Simplified mathematical models 
representing the behavior of reinforced concrete have been proposed (6,22). 
2 
References (4,18) contain studies of the response of multistory reinforced 
concrete frames to earthquake excitation. 
All the references cited in the above paragraph involve studies 
performed on planar frames. Therefore, just one horizontal component of the 
earthquake motion was considered. To include the vertical ground acceler-
ations in the analysis using most of the common structural idealizations 
would not make much difference (12). However, each of the two orthogonal 
horizontal components of an earthquake can be potentially as damaging to a 
building structure as the other. When torsional vibration of the system or 
nonlinear interaction exists in the common members of orthogonal frames, that 
is the columns, it may not be justified to expect that an analysis based on 
a single component of an earthquake can predict all the damage (not to men-
tion behavior) an earthquake of the same intensity can inflict on the structure. 
Very few results have been published on this recently opened area of 
multi-dimensional dynamic analysis (1,16,23,25), and as far as structural be-
havior is concerned these results represent only a beginning since they were 
obtained for very simple structural systems. However, they do show the impor-
tance of considering the interaction between the forces at the column1s yielding 
sections when studying the behavior of a building structure. In Ref. (17) a 
formulation for the dynamic analysis of 3-dimensional inelastic frames is pre-
sented, however, this formulation is restricted to members with elasto-plastic 
characteristics. The model Nigam (16) studies is equivalent to a single column 
constrained to have zero-rotation at both ends, supporting a concentrated mass 
at the top. Axial and p-~ effects are neglected in his work. He observes 
that the energy input in each direction is not necessarily dissipated (or 
3 
stored) in that direction, in other words, there is a redistribution of energy 
due to the inelastic interaction. The discrepancies in the response, depending 
on whether inelastic interaction is included or not, are quite large for his 
short period systems. In Ref. (25) a parameter S is introduced in the multi-
dimensional formulation to account for yielding of members spreading over a 
portion of their length. The mentioned parameter was studied on a cantilever 
beam subjected to a two component dynamic load vector. The results indicated 
that the response of the beam was not very sensitive to the parameter in ques-
tion. Aktan et al. (1) using the finite element technique studied the failure 
of a typical reinforced concrete column under different two-dimensional (20) 
earthquake loadings. In order to correlate 20 analysis with traditional anal-
ysis (10) he also computes the response of the systems in both horizontal di-
rections using ·just one component of each earthquake at a time. His formula-
tion includes stiffness degradation and the p-~ effect. Nevertheless, the ex-
penses of nonlinear simulations where a large number of equations is involved 
are highly restrictive so that he only considered up to 10 seconds of response 
in all cases. The displacement response computed using 20 analysis always ex-
ceeded the corresponding 10 displacement responses when his model was subjected 
to rather severe earthquakes. The permanent distortion on his 20 responses are 
seen to increase continuously, an indication that the system is under the 
influence of the p-~ effect. However, corresponding 10 responses did not show 
instability symptoms during the 10 seconds of response considered. 
1.2 Objective and Scope 
The objective of the present work is to study the behavior of framed 
4 
buildings when responding to earthquakes. Past literature provides a base to 
design better analytical models which should more realistically resemble the 
actual behavior of buildings. In this work it is desired to have a rather 
simple mathematical model so that it can be more broadly used. The 3-dimen-
sional frame element developed in Reference (17) is extended to include work-
hardening. In Reference (15), using the von Mises yield criterion, approxi-
mate lower bound yield conditions are computed for some structural cross sec-
tions under combined stress. The elliptical yield condition was also con-
sidered for its mathematical simplicity. Since it is defined by a single 
equation the computational effort is reduced a good deal. However, when in 
addition to the flexural moments the axial load and torsional moment of a sec-
tion are included in its yield condition, the elliptical yield condition pro-
duces somewhatunconservative results when computing the ultimate load of a 
structure (15). For the purposes of the present investigation the elliptical 
yield condition is considered adequate. In Chapter 2 of this work the effects 
of "inelastic interaction" between the forces at the yielding cross section of 
a member ~re .discussed, and the response of single mass systems to the two hori-
zontal components of several earthquakes is studied. Throughout the work 20 
behavior is always contrasted with that obtained by using 10 analysis. In 
Chapter 3 the p-~ effect is included in the analysis performed in Chapter 2. 
Chapter 4 presents a rather brief study on the response of five story building 
frames. 
1.3 Notation 
The symbols used in this work are defined where they first appear. 
A convenient summary of the symbols used frequently is given below: 
10 
20 
( ) 
6( ) 
F 
L 
M 
P. 
J 
p 
cr 
[S] 
T 
u 
5 
One-dimensional 
Two-dimensional 
Vector notation 
Incremental quantity 
Derivative with respect to time 
Yield value 
Component in direction 
Component in direction 2 
Plastic component 
External force 
Story height 
Member end moment 
Weight of jth story 
Critical axial loading 
Element stiffness matrix for the step increment in turn 
Elastic period of vibration 
Displacement relative to ground) i.e., U = X - Y 
V 
W 
x 
a 
b 
c 
g 
k 
m 
o 
2 
r 
t 
y 
z 
s 
6 
Static stability displacement limit after yielding 
Story shear 
MIL 
Weight of structure 
Total displacement 
Work hardening coefficient 
Acceleration of gravity 
Single mass system elastic stiffness 
Mass of single mass system 
Constant 
Time 
Ground displacement 
Current total translation (in force space) of yield surface 
Percentage of critical damping 
w 
7 
Scalar related to the amount of plastic flow occurred during 
an increment 
Scalar related to the amount of translation of yield surface 
occurred during an increment 
Angle between the member section force vector and axis 1 of 
the corresponding force space 
Undamped circular frequency· 
Yield condition 
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Chapter 2 
SINGLE MASS SYSTEM 
2. 1 Introducti on 
It is current earthquake resistant design philosophy to use IIweak 
girder-strong column ll designs for framed structures. The purpose is to em-
ploy the girders, which are secondary elements for lateral stability, to dis-
sipate part of the input energy through inelastic deformation. It has been 
common practice to study the response of ductile moment resisting framed 
structures to strong base motion by using planar models (10). With normal 
frame type structures even though axial stresses playa significant role in 
the yielding behavior of exterior columns, the axial loading of the interior 
columns remains practically fixed. For simplicity let only flexure be re-
sponsible for the yielding behavior of all the structure members. References 
(5,9,10) show that yielding in the columns of tall buildings can be avoided 
or at least confined to a small amount. Furthermore, it can be seen that this 
is the case even if the two horizontal components of an earthquake were con-
sidered. This is due to the fact that the dominant configuration of response 
of tall buildings produces, at most joints, moments in the columns which ac-
cording to the rotational convention have the same sign. The girders~ being 
the weak members of the joint, limit the magnitude of such moments (Fig. 2.1). 
However, sometimes at the top stories of tall buildings and on occasion with 
short period structures, predominant modes of vibration will cause column mo-
ments to have an opposite sign at several joints (Fig. 2.2). Hence, in such 
structures it may be difficult to avoid inelastic behavior in the columns. 
9 
Columns are not constrained to displace in a single plane, there-
fore, their yielding behavior is a two dimensional (20) phenomenon. The ob-
ject of this chapter is to study the importance of this inelastic interaction 
effect on short period structures. 
2.2 Design Spectrum 
After the extensively damaging 1971 San Fernando earthquake, the 
Veterans Administration (V.A.) appointed a Committee of consultants to de-
velop new requirements for the structural design of V.A. hospital facilities 
(8). The strength requirements produced by the committee1s study are higher 
than the existing local codes. The 1973 edition of the Uniform Building Code 
(U.S.C.) (24) prescribes strength requirements similar to its previous edi-
tions. The design spectrum given in the V.A. code is a function of the maxi-
mum expected ground acceleration. The concept of maximum acceleration is a 
practical measure of the intensity of a California type earthquake Q 
Fundamental periods of vibration T = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 sec 
have been selected to cover the range of interest of the present study. Taking 
the 1940 El Centro earthquake as the expected ground motion (i.e., 1/3 of g) 
and a ductile frame as the structural solution, the V.A. code specifies a 
design yield base shear coefficient 
'!:L = 0.1 
W T (2. 1 ) 
where Vy is the yield base shear and W is the weight of the structure. Ac-
cording to the U.S.C., when Strength Design is used, the yield base shear 
10 
coefficient can be computed from 
2 = 
w 1.4ZKC = 1.4 x 1 x 0.67 x 0.05/~ = 0.047/~ (2.2) 
In the range of short period structures, Eq. 2.1 produces designs over three 
times stronger than Eq. 2.2. This is shown in Table 2.1. After the 1973 
Managua earthquake, Central American codes have received a great deal of con-
sideration. The new strength requirements (in process of approval) in several 
Latin-American codes lie between Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2. Equation 2.1 has been se-
lected to provide the strength requirements of the first set of systems studied 
in this work. Systems having two thirds of the strength given by Eq. 2.1 are 
also considered. This is achieved not by reducing the strength computed for 
the first set of systems but by amplifying the ground accelerations used (12). 
Nigam (16) studied the effects of inelastic interaction in several 
single mass systems. He found that the maximum response of 20 systems was 
similar to that computed in 10 except for his 0.25 sec period system when 
* associated with an intermediate yield strength. 
In this chapter a study complementing that of Nigam is described 
before introducing gravity (P-~) effects into the analysis (Ch. 3). Work 
hardening behavior is included in the present force-displacement relations 
(Appendix A). 
2.3 Base Motion 
The accelerograms that were used are; the NS and EW components of 
* He used a yield base shear coefficient, for the case in question, of 0.099 
and the Taft 1952 earthquake with a maximum ground acceleration of 0.177g. 
The V.A. code would require a yield coefficient of 0.133, and the U.B.C. one 
of 0.074. 
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the El Centro 1940 earthquake (Fig. 2.3) and modified N21E and S69E compo-
nents of the Taft 1952 earthquake. The accelerations of the Taft record were 
amplified 1.76 times (Fig. 2.4) to obtain in this manner a maximum ground ac-
celeration equal to that of El Centro, i.e., 0.312g. Stronger earthquakes 
(or weaker designs) were also considered. For these sets the accelerograms 
described were multiplied by 1.5. 
2.4 Force-Displacement Relations 
It can be shown, using a derivation similar to that described in 
Appendix A for a frame element, that for the 20 single mass system shown in 
Fig. 2.5 the matrix [S] relating the incremental shear vector 6V and the 
incremental distortion vector 6U, i.e., 
adjusts to one of the following forms; 
1 • Elastic system, i.e., 2 <P < r 
(2.3) 
or 
(2.4) 
where <P represents the yield condition for this system, A is a scalar re-
lated to the amount of plastic deformation that has occurred during the 
increment and is given by Eq. 2.8, and k, and k2 are the system elastic 
stiffnesses in directions 1 and 2 respectively. 
12 
2. Yielding system, i . e. , cp 2 and A > 0 = r 
2 ~~ k2(~) 
[ :1 :J 
1 av 1 kl k2 av av 1 2 
[s] = - (2.5) s 
k2(~)2 -.£t. ~ klk2 av av 2 aV2 1 2 
where 
( k ) (~ ) 2 + ( k ) (~ ) 2 ( 2 . 6 ) s = 1 + C aV l 2 + C aV2 
the scalar c represents the amount of work hardening in the system. The yield 
condition used for this single mass system is (Fig. 2.6a) 
cp = 11· + 22= ( V _ex,)2 ("V -ex, )2 Vyl Vy2 (2.7) 
the vector ex, is introduced in the yield condition to account for kinematic 
work hardening (or softening). During state 2 the following equations are 
also used; 
A = -
s 
(2.8) 
= 
]J (2.9) 
and 
13 
11 = (2.10) 
!V¢l (V, - Nl ) + ~ (V N) a "" 3V 2 - ""2 2 
The amount of plastic distortion for the increment in turn is given by 
~up ~ 1 3V l 
= (2.11) 
~Up 3¢ 2 3V 2 
2.5 Static Characteristics of the Inelastic Interaction Formulation 
The kinematic hardening plasticity theory used in this work (Appendix 
A) does not include stiffness degradation as a consequence of the stress his-
tory. Displacement of the yield surface in one direction does not modify the 
properties of the section (i.e., the element) in the orthogonal direction pro-
vided that the force vector has returned to the current center of the yield 
surface. However, inelastic interaction does change the yielding properties 
of an element when that element is constrained to respond in a particular 
direction; making c = zk l , k2 = ak l , and b = Vyl /Vy2 where z, a, and bare 
dimensionless scalars defined by the above relations, Eq. 2.5 can be written 
as follows 
Sl' = kl [1 
1 ] 4 2 1 + z + (a + z)b tan Sl 
(2. 12a) 
2 
S12 = - kl 
ab tan st 
1 + z + (a + z)b4 2 tan Sl 
(2.12b) 
15 
circular yield condition). For the other z = 0.05, a = 0.25, 
b = 2 were used (i.e., an elHptical yield condition). The ef-
fective stiffness in direction one, shown by these curves, is 
seen to depend on the tangent to the yield surface at the point 
where the shear vector contacts the surface (Fig. 2.6a). The 
"~oading" mechanism resulting from the applied force in direction 
is shown in Fig. 2.6b. However, it can be shown that an 
elasto-plastic material, i.e., z = 0, can only provide stiffness 
in the direction of the tangent to the yield surface at the 
stress point, i.e., Seff
1 
= 0 for n f O.5TI. 
c. Energy Transfer; For the two systems described above 6U2/6U 1 
as given by Eq. 2.l4b is plotted in Fig. 2.8. A load increment 
in direction " ~Fl' is seen to be able to drive the system 
several times farther in the orthogonal direction at some values 
of $1. 
2.6 Dynamic Characteristics of the Inelastic Interaction Formulation 
If the acceleration vector is assumed to vary linearly during a 
time increment ~t, the undamped equations of motion for the system under con-
sideration can be represented in a pseudo-static form (Appendix 8) as follows; 
[0] {6U} = 
6m2 + S11 6t 
S21 
S12 
6m 
-- + S ~t2 22 
DFl o 
= + 
o 6F2 
(2.15) 
idte effect from the 
~Scribed by an eqUation 
(2. 76a) 
(2.76b) 
6m . 
? 7S several i1t'-
hus Eq. 2.76a is 
(2.77) 
now under dYnamic 
~, this effect 
cients become 
? first term on 
namics. The 
) Eq. 2.77, 
expressed 
lerties of 
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the systems used in this graph are z = 0.05, a = 1, b = 1 and 
z = 0.05, a = 0.25 and b = 2 (i.e., the same parameters as used 
in Fig. 2.7 for the static case). Curves for elasto-plastic 
material (i.e., z = 0) are also included. The curves for the 
systems having elasto-plastic properties are seen to be softer, 
especially in the steep parts (Fig. 2.9). It is noted that the 
system tends to respond to ~Fl with a reduction of the shear 
component in the orthogonal direction (Fig. 2.6c), i.e., 
~V2 ~ S21 ~Ul (2.18) 
This is possible even if the yield surface cannot travel (i.e., 
for elasto-plastic materials) because for the dynamic case 
there are inertia forces to provide the equilibrium balance. In 
other words, to preserve the dynamic equilibrium the mass ac-
celeration in direction 2 is also reduced. Then, during the 
time the predominant accelerations of the earthquake are'in 
direction 1 the yielding behavior of the system is characterized 
by the tip of the shear vector sliding on the yield surface 
toward the horizontal axis (Fig. 2.6c). Therefore (since the 
mass acceleration is a function of the restoring force) the 
tendency is to reduce the response of the system in the orthog-
onal direction (i.e., in direction 2 for the case in question). 
This i~illustrated in Fig. 2.10. 
c. Energy Transfer; Direct interaction between displacements as 
stated by Eq. 2.l6b is seen to be insignificant. There is 
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however, a transfer of energy through the above mentioned 
interaction between shears. 
2.7 Equation of Motion 
When effects of gravity are neglected, the motion of the system 
shown in Fig. 2.5 can be described, for small displacements, by the following 
set of linear differential equations (presented in incremental form); 
~Ul S" S'2 ~Ul 
m + 2mS + 
~U2 S21 S22 ~U2 
= -·m (2.19) 
dots represent derivatives with respect to time, m and S are the mass and per-
centage of critical damping of the system respectively, and wi = I ki/m. Con-
sistent with the multi-sotry analysis presented in Chapter 4, the damping matrix 
is kept constant throughout the system response (Appendix B). The matrix [S] is 
as described in Section 2.4. The basic procedure used to solve Eq. 2.19 is 
outlined in Appendix B. 
2.8 Constant Parameters 
The bilinear coefficient c (introduced in Eq. 2.6 and Appendix A) 
is ~et equal ~o 0~05~ throughout the study. Critical damping in the amount 
of 2 percent (i.e., S = 0.02) is chosen as representing realistic or adequate 
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value. The time step used in the integration (Appendix B) is one centisecond 
for all systems. 
All results presented in this chapter were computed using just the 
first 16 sec of the selected earthquakes. Practically, all maximum displace-
ments were found before the 12th second. Duration of the earthquake (El 
Centro and Taft) is however an important factor when effects of gravity are 
included (Chapter 3). 
2.9 Response Spectra 
A summary of the system characteristics used to compute the response 
spectrums investigated in this chapter is given in Table 2.2. 
The first set of problems investigated were selected with the same 
properties in both directions. Figures 2.11 and 2.12 show the maximum dis-
placements (normalized by their corresponding yield displacement) produced 
in the system by the two horizontal components of the El Centro and the Taft x 
1.76 earthquakes. The elastic response spectra is also shown on the same 
figures to identify the records used and to provide a base for comparison . 
. The curves which include inelastic interaction (20) are seen to lie very close 
to the ones obtained using a one dimensional (10) analysis. Figures 2.13 and 
2.14 show theresponse spectra for the same systems under 50 percent stronger 
earthquakes. Even for these conditions the effects of inelastic interaction 
are seen to be unimportant for practical considerations. Roughly, the 50 
percent larger ground accel'erations produced a 65 percent increase in the 
system maximum displacements. 20 and 10 maximum displacement curves obtained 
for U.B.C or weaker design systems whose yield strength is defined by Eq. 2.2, 
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lay close to each other all along their length when the El Centro and Taft x 
1.76 accelerograms were used. The stiffer systems of these weaker sets, ob-
tained maximum displacements from 2 to 3 times those of the corresponding 
systems designed using Eq. 2.1. For the softer systems this difference in 
maximum displacements became smaller. However, since the weaker systems yield 
at smaller displacements amplitudes than the corresponding stronger systems, 
such difference in maximum displacements need not be large to produce markedly 
larger ductility requirements. The ratio of yield displacements for the two 
sets of systems in question is given at the bottom of Table 2.1. When inter-
mediate yield strengths were used for some of the lower period systems the 
maximum displacements obtained using 20 analysis approached twice those ob-
tained without including inelastic interaction effects. Similar observations 
are reported in Ref. (16). 
Next, systems having a different period of vibration in each of the 
coordinate directions were investigated. Each period of vibration defined the 
corresponding system properties according to Table 2.2 (the smallest c was 
used). These types of designs produced a variety of elliptical yield condi-
tions (Fig. 2.15a). The ratio of yield strength in direction 1 to yield strength 
in direction 2 for these systems is shown in Table 2.3. Systems with same pro-
perties in one direction but having different properties in the orthogonal direc-
tion responsed in a different degree in the common direction. However, the modi-
fication produced in the response spectrum by using different properties in the o~ 
thogonal direction of the systems, can still be considered within acceptable tole~ 
ances for most structural designs, Figs. 2.16 and 2.17. The bounds of this zone 
of maximum response did not i~crease for the 50 percent more severe earthquakes. 
A comparison between elasto-plastic and strain hardening systems is made in Figs. 
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2.18 and 2.19 for structures with periods of Tl = T2 - 0.2 sec and Tl = 
T2 + 0.2 sec. The response of the system is seen to be sensitive to the 
amount of work hardening used. The elasto-plastic curves, as expected (see 
Fig. 2.9) are in general seen to be much softer. Furthermore, a comparison 
between Figs. 2.18 and 2.19 shows that the maximum response of a system is 
not only dependent on its orthogonal properties but also on the earthquake 
against which these orthogonal properties react. The end points of the 
elasto-plastic response spectrums given in Fig. 2.18 (and 2.19) correspond 
to four different systems whose properties are defined by Tl = 0.3, T2 = 0.5; 
T, = 0.5, T2 = 0.7; Tl = 0.5, T2 = 0.3; and T1 = 0.7, T2 = 0.5 sec. These 
four systems have one period of vibration in common, i.e., 0.5 sec and there-
fore, the same properties in that direction. The yield conditions for these 
systems are shown in Figs. 2.15b and 2.15c. Based on the sum of all plastic 
deformations the two earthquakes under consideration produced in the 20 sys-
tems with symmetric properties (i.e., with circular yield condition) studied 
in the early part of this section, a relation between the strength of the two 
horizontal components of each earthquake was established. On the basis men-
tioned it was computed that the NS component of the earthquake.E1Centra was 
about 50 percent stronger than its EW component, and that the two components 
of the Taft earthquake were of about the same strength. Force vectors repre-
senting these relations are sketched in Figs. 2.15b and 2.l5c. It follows 
from Fig. 2.l5b that the shear vector named El Centro reaches the yield con-
dition a bit later for the system having a stiffer design in the orthogonal 
direction than would be the case for one with a softer orthogonal design, 
however, once there the yielding stiffness of the system in direction 1 becomes 
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much softer than the one with the weak orthogonal direction. Following the 
above hypothesis leads to a prediction that the initially stiffer system would 
have a larger response in direction 1 than would occur for the system with the 
weaker orthogonal design. This fact is seen in Fig. 2.18a (and 2.16a). These 
types of speculations are intended only to rationalize the phenomenon. Figures 
2.20 through 2.25 show the time history responses for two of the elasto-plastic 
systems presented above when these systems are subjected to the El Centro 
earthquake. The yield conditions for these systems are the ones shown in Fig. 
2.15b. The common period of vibration in the two systems, T = 0.5 sec, is 
seen to be in the coordinate direction l( i.e., in the NS direction). Figures 
2.20 and 2.21 show the displacement and permanent distortion 20 response for 
each system. Note that the elastic periods of vibration of the systems are 
well defined in their responses regardless of the amount of plastic deforma-
tion they undergo. Figures 2.22 and 2.23 show the shear response in force-
space for the two systems in question. Lastly, the shear-displacement re-
sponses are shown in Figs. 2.24 and 2.25. In g. 2.22 it is seen that the 
softer properties in the EW direction of the corresponding system (i.e., 
T2 = 0.7 sec) do not build large shears in that direction. Neverthel~ss, 
in general it is seen that at yielding, the system with the softer orthogonal 
properties obtains a larger stiffness in the NS direction than the system with 
the stronger orthogonal design (Figs. 2.22 and 2.23). However, Fig. 2.24b 
shows that during yielding the shear component of the weaker system in most 
cases decreases rapidly and therefore, the stiffness of this system in the 
NS.direction decreases as well (Fig. 2.24a). 
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2.10 Final Remarks 
The inelastic interaction between the shears (i.e., moments) in the 
two principal directions of a section, in general, make the system softer. 
However, the fact that this effect causes the system to dissipate energy at 
deformation amplitudes lower than in the 10 model (e.g., Figs. 2.24 and 
2.25) produced 9 on several occasions, maximum displacements below the ones 
obtained using planar structures. 
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Chapter 3 
GRAVITY EFFECTS IN SINGLE MASS SYSTEMS 
3.1 Introduction 
The effect of gravity on a system becomes more important as the 
structure undergoes large lateral displacements. It is in fact essential 
to consider this so-called P-6 effect when the collapse of a structure under 
dynamic conditions is being studied. 
Aktan ( 1 ) studied the response of a reinforced concrete column 
when subjected to the two horizontal components of various strong motion 
earthquakes. Gravity effects and stiffness degradation of the system are 
included in his formulation. Husid (12) and Sun, Berg and Hanson (21) pres-
ent comprehensive studies of the effects of gravity on the response of planar 
structures represented by single degree of freedom systems. 
In Chapter 2 of this study the interaction between the moments of 
a yielding column section are studied for simple systems. In this chapter 
the P-6 effect is incorporated into that formulation. Systems similar to 
those studied in the last chapter are used. In this form the importance of 
each parameter (i.e., inelastic interaction, and gravity) can be evaluated. 
3.2 Gravity Effects 
A free body diagram of the bar element of Fig. 2.5 is shown in Fig. 
3.la. The equation stating the equilibrium of this column is 
M V = L .!=-u L (3. 1 ) 
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where V, M, and L represent the shear, the sum of the end moments, and the 
length of the bar respectively. U is the relative displacement between the 
ends of the bar. Neglecting any vertical acceleration from the earthquake, 
P = mg (3.2) 
where m is the mass the column is supporting, and g is the acceleration of 
gravity. 
The yielding behavior of an element depends just on its state of 
deformation. In the present study shear and axial deformations are neglected, 
the yielding condition of a section is thus stated in terms of its moments for 
they are a function of the curvature of the column at the section level. When 
the shear and the moment at a section are related by a single constant, as is 
the case for all systems in Chapter 2, V may replace M in the yield criterion. 
o 
Let V depend on the state of deformation of the element and be given by 
o 
V M = - = SU L (3.3) 
where S is the stiffness matrix developed in Section 2.4. Moreover, the 
yielding behavior of the element is governed by the equations listed in Sec-
o 
tion 2.4. Note that V must replace V in those equations. Equation 3.1 can 
be written as 
o 
V = V P - - U L (3.4) 
The equilibrium of the horizontal forces acting upon the mass (Fig. 3.lb) of 
the system in question (Fig. 2.5), stated in incremental form, is written as 
follows 
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.. 
.6U l 
m + 2mB 
.. 
.6U2 
+ [Sll 
S2l 
P 
.6U l .6Yl 
- I = - m (3.5) .. 
.6U 2 .6Y2 
Equation 3.5 is the same as Eq. 2.9 when P = O. Furthermore, Eq. 3.5 can be 
integrated, just as Eq. 2.19 was, because all the gravity term does is to 
soften (reduce) the diagonal coefficients of the stiffness matrix [S] in Eq. 
2.19. Thus the undamped elastic period of vibration of the system is given 
by 
0 
T = T /1 1 - PIP / cr (3.6) 
where 
P = ( kL 
cr 
(3.7) 
in which k is the elastic stiffness of the system in the direction considered 
and 
o 
T = 2n IIii7k (3.8) 
For a system constrained to respond in just one direction, the re-
storing force V at a given distortion can be visualized in a force-displacement 
plane as the distance between two curves defined by the right side members of 
Eq. 3.4. The first curve is defined by Eqs. 2.3 through 2.6 while the second 
curve has a constant slope P/L (Fig. 3.2). Beyond the displacement U at 
s 
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which these two curves intersect, the system is statically unstable. Should 
k - P/L = 0 the system is at the point of instability, i.e., Eq. 3.7 defines 
the elastic critical load of the system. 
It is interesting to compare the critical load of the system shown 
in Fig. 3.3 against the load defined by Eq. 3.7. This is done in Table 3.1 
for several end restraints. It is seen that the rigid bar model overesti-
mates somewhat the actual critical load. The difference arises from the fact 
that when the column is elastic all along its length, the axial load not only 
softens the system externally (Eq. 3.4), but it does so internally as well. 
This can be seen in Table 3.2 where the actual lateral stiffn~ss for the sys-
tem shown in Fig. 3.4 is computed (using small displacement theory) for dif-
ferent amounts of axial loading. Note that the reduction factor (R.F.) at 
buckling in Table 3.2 and the corresponding P /PE in Table 3.1 are exactly cr -
the inverse of each other. For strict interpretation of results obtained 
using the rigid bar model the above may be used. 
3.3 System Properties 
Even though a system is to respond inelastically the importance of 
the elastic period of vibration of the system is well known. When gravity ef-
fects are included in the systems studied in Chapter 2, i.e., the P~6 effect 
included in Eq. 2.l9, their elastic period of vibration becomes longer. In 
order to have the frequency content of the earthquake playing a similar role 
in the response of both, systems with and systems without gravity effects, 
the stiffness of the systems used in Chapter 2 are modified to reproduce in 
the new systems the same elastic periods of Vibration as present in old. 
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In this chapter only systems' with the same properties in both orthog-
onal directions are considered. The work hardening coefficient c is set equal 
to 0.05k. Also, the same amount of critical damping and time step selected in 
Section 2.8 is used (i.e., S = 0.02 and 6t = 0.01 sec). The design yield 
shear V for the system is still computed using the design spectrum given by y 
Eq. 2.1, i.e., V /W = O.l/T. However, equilibrium of forces (i.e., Eq. 3.4) 
Y 
indicates that the column yield moment must be increased when gravity is con-
sidered, i.e~, combining Eqs. 3.4 and 3.7, and replacing kUy by V; (see Fig. 
3.2) it is arrived to the following relation 
o 
V = 
Y 
V 
Y 
1 - P/Pcr 
(3.9) 
The same base motions described in Section 2.3 are used. The full length of 
the accelerograms (i.e., 30 sec) are employed this time. 
Referring again to Fig. 3.2 it is seen that the displacement Us 
which is the stability limit when the system is constrained to respond in 
just one direction can be computed from 
P (1 + z) -P - - z 
(3.10) 
cr 
where U is the yield displacement of the system, Z = c/k and c is the work y 
hardening scalar (Appendix A) used in Eq. 2.6 to define one of the curves in 
Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of Eq. 3.10 for Z = 0.05 and different 
levels of axial loading. 
To study the inelastic interaction phenomenon when the effects of 
gravity are included, the axial load in the first set of systems investigated 
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is set equal to 0.07P
cr
" This value produces a stability limit displacement 
U of about forty times the yield displacement of the system (Fig. 3.5). Of 
s 
most significance when defining the characteristics of a system is the param-
eter US/Uy' i.e., the combination of PIPer and the amount of work hardening 
in the system. 
3.4 Response Spectra 
A summary of the system characteristics used to compute the first 
set of response spectra investigated in this chapter is given in Table 3.3. 
The maximum displacements obtained when the model described above 
is subjected to the 1940 El Centro earthquake are presented in Fig. 3.6. The 
amplifications obtained using 20 analysis are seen to be always larger than 
the ones obtained using planar systems (10) for either component of this 
earthquake. Furthermore, in at least one of the coordinate directions the 
maximum displacements produced by including inelastic interaction effects 
(20) doubled those computed using l-dimensional analysis. The P-6 effect 
can be evaluated in both, systems with and without inelastic interaction, by 
direct comparison of the results presented in this chapter and those of Chap-
ter 2 (i.e., Fig. 3.6 with Fig. 2.10, Fig. 3.7 with Fig. 2.11, etc.). As 
stated in Section 3.3 the systems used in this chapter and the ones in Chapter 
2 have the same elastic stiffnesses and the same yield strengths. However, 
the systems with the P-6 effect end up with softer stiffnesses during yielding. 
As expected the response spectrums computed in this chapter show larger dis-
placements than the ones computed neglecting gravity effects. 
Figure 3.7 shows the response spectrum for the 1952 Taft x 1.76 
earthquake. The 20 and 10 curves still differ quite a bit, however,for 
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this earthquake the 2D response spectrum no longer represents an upperbound. 
An explanatton of this point is included in the particular discussion of the 
time histories of response to the amplified Taft quake. 
From each spectrum, two sample systems are selected to study their 
time histories: 
a. T = 0.4 sec, El Centro (Ref.--Fig. 3.6): The displacement re-
sponse of this system is shown in Fig. 3.8. The p-~ effect is 
apparent only in the 2D response. At the early stage the in-
elastic interaction has the effect of reducing the response in 
the EW direction (Section 2.6.b and 2.6.c), however, as the NS 
displacement becomes larger, the stability limit influences all 
directions. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the force-displacement 
.(i.e., moment-displacement) responses for the 2D and lD models 
respectively. Reduction of yield level due to the inelastic 
interaction effect can be seen in Fig. 3.9. The response in 
force-space and the translation of the yield surface are shown 
in Fig. 3.11. It is seen in this figure that the amount of 
yielding the system undergoes in the NS direction is much larger 
than what it does in the EW direction. During yielding the 
force vector rotates quickly toward the NS direction (i~e., the 
force component in the NS direction increases while the EW force 
component decreases). This is easily detected by looking at the 
sign the slope of the force-displacement curves (Fig. 3.9) as-
o 
sumes during yielding. Referring to Fig. 3.2, when the V -U .: 
curve departs from the elastic branch at a reduced yield level, 
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and its slope during yielding softens quickly, then there exist 
potential displacements smaller than Us at which instability 
would occur. Therefore, when the P-~ effect is included, it is 
reasonable to expect that the El Centro earthquake to cause 
larger displacements in the model with inelastic interaction. 
b. T = 0.7 sec, El Centro: The displacement response for this sys-
tem is shown in Fig. 3.12. The 20 and 10 responses in the NS di~ 
rection are seen to be under a similar influence from the P-~ ef-
fect. In the 20 model coupling of the inelastic interaction is 
evident in the EW direction. The force-displacement responses 
are shown in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. Similarity between the 20 and 
10 force-displacement responses in the NS direction also shows. 
Figure 3.15 shows other 20 responses for this system. Predomi-
nant accelerations from the NS component of the record show in 
this system too. Plastic flow enlarges the 20 EW displacement 
response. 
c. T = 0.5 sec, Taft x 1.76 (Ref.--Fig. 3.7): This sample repre-
sents a rather interesting case where the 10 response curves 
outgrow the 20 curves. Figure 3.16 shows the displacement time 
history for this system. The force-displacement responses are 
shown in Figs. 3.17 and 3.1B. From Fig. 3.16 the 10 (no-inter-
action) displacement response is seen to grow in the positive 
direction (i.e., upward) for the N21E direction, and in the nega-
tive direction (i.e., downward) for the S69E direction. Accord-
ingly, much smaller amounts of yielding appear at the bottom of 
Fig. 3.1Ba, and at the top of Fig. 3.1Bb. The response of the 
force vector in the force-space for the 20 model is shown in 
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Fig. 3.19. Traveling of the tip of the force vector can be seen 
all around the yield surface. Furthermore, heavier concentra-
tions of this traveling appear in the first and third quadrants 
(i.e., upper right and lower left hand quadrants), and not in 
the fourth (lower right) quadrant as would have been expected 
from looking at the independent 10 response curves and their 
positive N21E and negative S69E yielding dominance. When the 
two horizontal components of the earthquake are applied simultan-
eously to the model in question, they create force components that 
produce a large number of yielding combinations but not so many 
in the fourth quadrant (Fig. 3.19). This, obviously, has a miti-
gating effect on the response in the direction of the fourth 
quadrant yield surface normals. Furthermore, the well defined 
directional tendency of the 10 response curves prevent large re-
sponses in the first, second or third quadrants. This was con-
firmed by the much larger number of reversals (i.e., change in 
direction of plastic rotation) this particular 20 model had 
(i.e., 51 and 48 in the N21E and S69E directions respectively). 
Should the two components of the earthquake be dephased somehow, 
they might produce the largest response for the 20 model. 
d. T = 0.7 sec, Taft x 1.76: The time history of the displacement 
of this system can be seen in g. 3.20. The p-~ effect shows 
only in the N21E component of the 20 response. When a large 
displacement drive occurs in one direction, inelastic interac-
tion has the effect of reducing the mass acceleration in the 
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orthogonal direction (Section 2.6.b and 2.6.c). As a consequence 
of such effect the 20 response in the S69E direction is smaller 
than the one obtained using a 10 model. Figures 3.21 and 3.22 
show the force-displacement responses for the 20 and 10 models 
respectively. The mass acceleration of a system is limited by 
the magnitude of the restoring force. Thus, the above mentioned 
reduction in acceleration the mass undergoes during yielding in 
the S69E direction shows clearly in Fig. 3.21b. The response in 
force-space and the translation of the yield surface are shown in 
Fig. 3.23. Larger amounts of yielding can be seen in the first 
quadrant. The 20 and 10 mass acceleration response for this sys-
tem is presented in Fig. 3.24. Figure 3.25 shows the input and 
hysteresis energy time histories. Figure 3.24 shows clearly the 
effects of inelastic interaction in the system mass acceleration. 
Again, the elastic period of vibration is seen to be well defined 
in both, 10 and 20 responses. 
Next, the ordinates of the accelerograrns just used were multiplied 
by 1.5 and the same sets of systems just discussed in this chapter were subject-
ed to these 50 percent stronger earthquakes. The maximum responses were re-
corded every 4 sec. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the results. In general the 20 
model becomes unstable before the lD model. As stated before for a 20 model 
there exist potential stability limits smaller than the limits for the 10 model 
(Section 3.4.a). Hence, it is reasonable that the 20 model becomes unstable 
under the influence of loading at an earlier level than the 10 model. All sys-
tems are seen to reach undesirably large displacements. Furthermore, the dis-
placements have not stopped growing, thus none of these systems (20 and 10) 
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could stand further accelerations. The systems current input and hysteresis 
energies per unit mass are given at 4 sec intervals in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. 
The input energy is integrated from the structure base shear and base velocity 
o 
vectors, the hysteresis energy from the force vector, V , and the plastic com-
ponent of the incremental distortion vector. The kinetic energy, the strain 
energy, the energy dissipated by the damping forces, and the change in poten-
tial energy need to be added to the hysteresis energy in order to balance the 
input energy. As expected Tables 3.6 and 3.7 show that the drop in potential 
energy becomes large when the p-~ effect becomes important. 
When computing the response of a system in which gravity effects 
are included, the variation of its potential energy is the best indicator of 
what might happen ahead. 
Lastly, the system stability displacement limit Us (Eq. 3.10) was 
varied. In other words, the percentage of critical loading in the system was 
varied. The period of vibration for all systems was set equal to 0.7 sec in 
all directions. Table 3.8 shows the properties of the systems studied. This 
set of systems was subjected to only the modified Taft x 1.76 earthquake. 
Figure 3.26 shows the response spectra obtained. These response curves re-
flect the variation of the systems stability limit Us shown in Fig. 3.5. For 
the higher percentages of critical loading the displacements of the 20 model 
are seen to be always larger in both coordinate directions. 
3.5 Concluding Remarks 
The response spectra . computed, in Chapter 2 showed that the effects 
of inelastic interaction by themselves were not important for the single mass 
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models used in this work. However, when the P-6 effect is included as in this 
chapter, the magnitude of the displacements obtained increases quite a bit. 
Two parameters are believed to be the most significant ones for the 
design of a system of the type studied in this chapter: 
1 . The maximum displacement, U , the model would reach without in-
m 
cluding inelastic interaction nor the P-6 effect. In other 
words, the maximum inelastic response of the system using 10 
analysis and neglecting gravity effects. 
2. The 10 stability limit displacement Us as computed from Eq. 
3.10. 
Based on the systems studied in Chapters 2 and 3 plus a number of 
other results not included in this work, it was found that when the ratio of 
the two parameters, Um/Us ' is kept below 0.045 the design can be based on the 
10 model without having to include gravity effects either. When the value 
U /U is between 0.07 and 0.09 gravity effects must be considered, the 20 re-
m s 
sponse will differ greatly from the 10 response, and a large ductility factor 
is expected. When U /U is greater than 0.10 the structure is expected to 
m s 
collapse. However, the sensibility of these limits for same U but different 
s 
reasonable combinations of PIP and amount of work hardening in the system 
cr 
was not studied. 
Duration of the earthquake is seen to be very important when the 
P-6 effect is being considered. 
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Chapter 4 
MULTI-STORY SPACE FRAME SYSTEMS 
4.1 Introduction 
The nonlinear response of tall buildings has received a great deal 
of attention in the last decade ( 4,5,9,10,18). However, the interaction 
that takes place at a yielding section between all of the forces induced by 
the several components of an earthquake has not as yet been included in a 
study of multi-story frames. 
The effects of inelastic interaction were combined with a number of 
other parameters, such as the period of vibration, strength, P-~ effect, etc. 
in Chapters 2 an9 3. The purpose there was to develop a better understanding 
of the phenomenon before undertaking the objectives of the more complex models 
which must complement the work. 
4.2 Analytical Model 
A space frame analysis computer program which contains the nonlinear 
element developed in Appendix A, and uses the procedures described in Appendix 
B was written for the present study. 
Figure 4.1 shows the plan view of the framing of a typical building. 
The exterior columns play an important role in the behavior of the system when 
the variation of axial forces, axial deformations, and/or mass eccentricities 
are being considered. As this is not the case in the present study, an interior 
panel (shaded area in Fig. 4.1) is selected to represent the behavior of the 
building. Accordingly, the properties of the columns used in the model (i.e., 
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the moment of inertia I and the yield or plastic moment M ) are one-fourth of y 
the actual ones. As each girder in the building separates the two adjacent 
panels, the actual properties of the girder are reduced by one half in the one-
panel model. A side view or elevation of the first model studied in this 
chapter is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
The basis of the design was taken in good measure from the V.A. 
code (8). All models considered have the same strength and stiffness pro-
perties in both horizontal directions. A base shear of one-fourth of the 
weight of the model, distributed over the height of the structure in accord-
ance with the V.A. code (8) produces moments which were selected to represent 
the fully plastic moments (i.e., M in Appendix A) of the girders. In order y 
* to have a strong column-weak girder design, the plastic moments for the 
columns were set 20 percent higher than the values obtained from the static 
analysis using the V.A. code distribution. The ultimate moment that a column 
can sustain changes when its axial load changes. However, it is assumed that 
for an interior column the modification in axial force as a result of the 
earthquake load is small, thus the variation in moment capacity is not signif-
icant. The strength of each of the four individual frames of the model in 
question is shown in Fig. 4.3. The modulus of elasticity E was adjusted so 
that a fundamental period of vibration of a half second was obtained. Figure 
4.4 shows the modes of vibration of the model in one direction. The damping 
matrix is computed using Eq. B.8 and 2 percent of critical damping for all 
modes (i.e., Si = 0.02). The work hardening coefficient (Appendix A) was 
* A note: When the performance of the structure relies in a strong column-
weak girder design, special care should be taken to account for slab partici-
pation if any. 
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set equal to 5 percent for all members. After several preliminary runs, it 
was decided to carry out the numerical integration in steps of one centi-
second (i.e., 6t = 0.01), and to iterate in every step until the residual 
shear at any floor was not greater than 0.2 kips and the residual moment at 
any joint was smaller than 15.0 kip-in. These quantities are about 1 percent 
of the average column yield moment and the shear necessary to balance this 
column when yielding in an anti-symmetrical shape. A maximum of 3 iterations 
was allowed in each step. 
4.3 Effects of Inelastic Interaction 
The model described above was subjected to the first 8 seconds of 
the El Centro 1940 earthquake. The P-6 effect was not included in this set 
in order to see how inelastic interaction affects framed structures. Figure 
4.5 shows the maximum story displacements reached during the 8 seconds of 
response. The maximum displacements computed using 20 analysis (i.e., in-
cluding inelastic interaction) differ by only small amounts from the ones 
computed using only a single component of the earthquake in a 10 analysis. 
In this work the ductility factor for each member is computed as follows: 
For each end section of each member every incremental plastic rotation com-
ponent (Eq. A.2) that the section undergoes during the analysis is accumu-
lated algebraically. The maximum absolute value ever obtained is normalized 
by the end rotation necessary for the member to yield in an anti-symmetrical 
configuration when the member is constrained to displace just in the plane of 
the component in question (i.e., by 8 = M L/6EI). Finally, the value thus yy 
obtained is added to unity. Figure 4.6 shows the ductility requirements for 
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the structure members. When the building is constrained to respond in just 
one direction (10) all columns but the ones belonging to the first story prove 
to be strong enough to avoid sizable yielding. The 20 model accepted, and dis-
sipated a slightly smaller amount of energy in each coordinate direction than 
the 10 model, however, in the 20 case the columns produced over half of the 
total hysteresis energy. Even though the girder ductility factors decreased 
in the 20 model, the weakness of the top girder is still evident. 
To consider a stronger earthquake the accelerations of the El Centro 
record were amplified 1.5 times. Figure 4.7 shows the maximum story displace-
ments obtained under such accelerations. For all practical purposes the dis-
placements increased just as much as the accelerogram was amplified. The 10 
model follows this relationship more closely. The ductility factors required 
this time are as shown in Fig. 4.8. The plastic deformation that the columns 
of the 20 model undergo are seen to be much larger than the corresponding 
quantities of the plane frames. Again the input and dissipated energies 
for the 20 model were slightly smaller than those quantities for the.TO model. 
The columns of the 10 model produced less than 15 percent of the total hysteresis 
energy. However, in the 20 analysis the columns dissipated over 60 percent of 
the total energy dissipated by the plastic deformation of the model members. 
The columns of the 20 model always underwent more total plastic rotation (i.e., 
absolute sum of all plastic rotation increments) than the columns in the 10 
model. For the girders the converse was always observed. 
Next a 5 percent mass eccentricity was considered just to have a 
quantitative idea of the combined effects of torsional response and inelastic 
interaction. When the mass centers of the model being studied are located in 
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a checker board pattern, there was 'only a small increase in maximum ductility 
factors. However, when all mass centers were located on the same vertical 
line (with an eccentricity of one foot in each direction), several columns 
and girders increased their ductility requirements by as much as 50 percent 
for the E1 Centro earthquake. Torsional effects diminished when the model 
was subjected to the stronger earthquake El Centro x 1.5. 
4.4 p-~ Effect 
When gravity effects are not considered, the equilibrium of the sys-
tem under study may be written as follows (Appendix B): 
(4.1) 
The inertia and damping (incremental) forces in the system as well as the re-
storing (incremental) forces produced by straining the structure are given by 
the left side of Eq. 4.1. The vector 6U represents the (incremental) displace-
ments of the system. The (incremental) forces applied externally to the system 
are given by the vector 6F. To take into account the P-6 effect, it is neces~ 
sary to include in the equilibrium formulation the vertical forces produced by 
the mass of the system acting thru the geometry of the deformed structure. Let 
the equilibrium of the system when gravity effects are considered be repre-
sented in the following form 
where KG is called the geometric stiffness matrix of the system. Furthermore, 
let the external force vector ~F be composed of two parts 6H and ~G, i.e., 
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6F = 6H + 6G such that 
(4.3) 
Accordingly, the physical model representing the above equilibrium equation, 
i.e., Eq. 4.3 may be illustrated as in Fig. 4.9. The set of forces 6G must 
hold the deformed shape of the pinned-pinned floor levels of the unstable 
structure shown. One equilibrium equation can be written for each of the N 
stories of the system in Fig. 4.9. Thus,for the ith story: 
N 
L P. 
J j=i 
L. 
1 
(6U. - ~U. 1) 1 1-
N 
= L 6G. 
J j=i 
(4.4) 
where (since vertical accelerations are not being considered) P. represents 
J 
the weight of the jth story. Using several algebraic transformations 
Eq. 4.4 can also be written as follows: 
N N N 
L P. [- I P. L P. j=i J j=i J j=i+ 1 J 6U. 1 + 6U. L. 1- L. Li+l 1 1 1 
N 
L P. j=i+ 1 J + 6U i+ 1 = 6G. (4.5) Li+l 1 
The terms containing i+l are disregarded for the top story (i.e., when i = N). 
The coefficients of the tri-diagonal geometric stiffness matrix KG become ap-
parent in Eq. 4.5. The same coefficients are used in the orthogonal direction 
for the space frame. Note that the geometric matrix developed above is to be 
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used only with translational displacements. When torsional displacements of 
the floors are included, the p-~ effect must be considered at each column. 
To initiate the study of combined inelastic-interaction and p-~ 
effects, the model being used was altered as follows: The fundamental period 
of vibration was kept as 0.5 sec, however, to accentuate the p-~ effect (see 
Eq. 3.7) the story heights were reduced to 10 ft. Furthermore, the members 
were assumed to be non-workhardening that is of elasto-plastic characteristics 
(i.e., c = 0). The model was statically designed for the same base shear co-
efficient of 0.25. As before, the moment capacity of the columns were increased 
by an additional 20 percent. Lastly, the members of the top story were strength-
ened to avoid the poor performance of the 5th story girders experienced in the 
previous model. The model thus selected is shown in Fig. 4.10. The moments of 
inertia and geometry shown had to be combined with a modulus of elasticity 
E = 15.8 x 106 ksi to produce the desired fundamental period of a half second. 
Only the El Centro x 1.5 accelerogram was considered. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 
show the maximum displacements and ductility factors attained in the new model 
during the first 8 seconds of response. The maximum response of the 20 model 
when taking into account just the effects of inelastic interaction (i.e., 
omitting p-~ effects) is also provided. The story displacements and column 
ductility requirements of the 20 model always increased when the p-~ effect 
was included (Figs. 4.11 and 4.12). The variations in displacements and ductil-
ity requirements produced by the inclusion of gravity effects in the 20 model 
are seen to range from 5 to 20 percent. The input energy in the 20 model and 
the energy dissipated by its members was practically the same whether gravity 
effects were considered or not. 
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The effects of inelastic interaction, discussed in previous chapters, 
show up more markedly when the 20 and 10 models which include the p-~ effect 
are compared. Taking as a base the 10 response curves shown in Fig. 4.11b, 
it is seen that buildup of the 20 response curve in one direction reduces 
the response in the orthogonal direction. This tendency was studied in 
Chapters 2 and 3. The 20 model amplifies a great deal the 10 relative dis-
placements at the upper stories in the NS direction, and in the EW direction 
at the lower stories (Fig. 4.11b). In Fig. 4.12a it is seen that the ductility 
requirements for most columns more than double when:inelastic interaction is 
included. In the 20 model there exists two and one dimensional members namely 
columns and girders. Inelastic interaction reduces the yield level of the 
columns making it easier for them to dissipate larger amounts of energy. At 
the same time this makes the system softer. Thus, in general the 20 system 
will admit less (input) energy than the corresponding 10 models. Therefore, 
the girders in the 20 model will in general dissipate a lesser amount of 
energy than when they form part of the 10 models. This, as it is shown in 
Fig. 4.l2b, does not necessarily imply smaller ductility requirements in all 
the girders should inelastic interaction be included in the analysis. Again, 
the input and hysteresis energies for the 20 model were found to be about 5 
percent less than the energies computed with the 10 models. Twelve percent 
of the 10 model hysteresis energy was produced by its columns. The percent-
ages of energy dissipated by the columns and girders of the 20 model were 54 
and 46 percent respectively. Using a column effective length of 1.3L a criti-
cal load of 9600 and 6400 kips are computed for each column of the first and 
third story of the model. The 10 column ductility factors shown in Fig. 4.12a 
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(which include the p-~ effect) divided by Eq. 3.10 give values of 0.050, 0.016, 
0.010 and 0.009 for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th story columns respectively. 
Duration of the earthquake becomes an important factor when gravity 
effects are being studied (Chapter 3). It is therefore, unreasonable to ex-
pect the p-~ effect to be fully shown in just the 8 seconds of response con-
sidered. Since computer funds were limited the entire time history could not 
be run and a compromise was required. The duration of the excitation of the 
20 model with the p-~ effect included was increased from 8 seconds to 12 sec-
onds for selected structures. The maximum story displacements in the NS 
direction were found to be from 10 to 23 percent larger than those recorded 
up to the 8th second. The response in the EW direction did not show the in-
crease. With the exception of the bottom end section of the first story 
columns, all t.he additional ductility required for the increase in maximum 
displacements was obtained from the girders. This fact suggests (unfortu-
nately the signs of the maximum relative displacements were not recorded) 
that the p-~ effect is not acting independently in each story but reinforcing 
the overturning moment of the whole system, i.e., that after the 8th second 
the maximum displacements increased with the system respondiQg in first mode. 
The NS girder ductility requirements increased an average of 15 percent. The 
first S'tory columns are now found to require a ductility factor (in the NS 
direction) of 6 rather than the value of 5 found during the first 8 seconds. 
During the first 8 seconds of the record large sets of permanent distortions 
were produced in the 20 model, especially in the EW direction, regardless of 
whether the p-~ effect was included in the analysis or not (Fig. 4.11b). When 
12 seconds of response were considered for the 20 model the permanent distortions 
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in the NS direction increased markedly in several stories. Permanent dis-
tortions were not so large for the model presented in Section 4.3. 
4.5 A Recommendation for Further Studies 
It is not the intent of this study to recommend the time history 
approach over the spectrum procedures but rather to study the influence of 
certain quantities on response. However, the use of selected design earth-
quakes to compute the response histories of a structure is supported by struc-
tural design codes (8). For several of the recorded earthquakes if the 
P-~ effect is not included in the analysis, the maximum response of a system 
can be evaluated by considering only the first few seconds of the record. 
It was seen in Chapter 3, that the value of the maximum displacement U , the 
m 
system under study attains when it is idealized as a 10 model in which gravity 
effects are not incorporated, can be used with.Eq. 3.10 to evaluate the impor-
tance of inelastic interaction and P-~ effects should they be included in the 
analysis. Such a previous knowledge can greatly reduce the effort and expense 
when studying the response of multi-story buildings. A load-deflection curve 
should initially be obtained for each story of the building to be designed. 
The 10 relative story displacement response and Eq. 3.10 would provide the com-
plementary information necessary to decide whether or not inelastic interaction 
and P-~ effects should be considered. However, the limits established in 
Chapter 3 may not apply to multi-story frames. A more comprehensive study of 
the effects of inelastic interaction and P-~ effects in multi-story structures 
is required. 
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4.6 Concluding Remarks 
One important fact in framed structures is that by using the girders 
effectively to produce a good portion of the total hysteresis energy of the 
system, yielding in the columns can be minimized and therefore, the inelastic 
interaction reduces in importance or even disappears. 
The input energy for a system and the energy dissipated hysteretically 
in each direction was practically the same regardless of whether a 20 or a 10 
analysis was made. However the distribution of the hysteresis energy between 
girders and columns depended on whether inelastic interaction was included or 
not. This can prove to be an important factor for the detailing requirements 
of the structural members. However, when the p-~ effect was not considered, 
inelastic interaction did not have much effect on the displacements of the 
system. This is supported by the results of Chapter 2. On the other hand, 
whether the columns produced half or practically none of the system hysteresis 
energy (i.e., whether 20 or 10 analysis was used) did make a big difference on 
the displacements of the system when the p-~ effect was included. 
The model investigated in Section 4.4 was designed for a yield base 
shear coefficient of 0.25. Yet, the columns were strengthened to a 20 percent 
over design requirement. The system was subjected to the 1.5 times augmented 
accelerations of the E1 Centro 1940 earthquake. It is equivalent (see Ref. 12) 
to the case such that the system was designed for a yield base shear coeffi-
cient of 0.167 (i.e., 0.25/1.5) and subjected to the Centro earthquake. 
Still such a design fulfills three times the strength requirements of the U.B.C. 
(i.e., 0.167/0.059 see Table 2.1). It has been seen that in the 20 model with 
the p-~ effect there are indications suggesting the system displacements would 
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continue to grow through the total duration of the earthquake had that dura-
tion been considered. Further research must be carried out on this topic. 
This is particularly true for modern designs where all the lateral stiffness 
of the system is provided by an open frame structure, and no strength reserve 
provided from the IInonstructuralll members. 
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Chapter 5 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
5. 1 Summary 
Five single mass systems and two five story space frames were used 
in this investigation to study the effects of inelastic interaction in short 
period framed structures. Two levels of strength have been considered for the 
systems' structural design, both levels being higher than the requirements of 
most structural codes presently employed (e.g., U.B.C. (24)). Elements with 
a constant kinematic (work) hardening coefficient, c, equal to 5 percent of 
their elastic stiffnesses, and elements of elasto-plastic characteristics, i.e., 
c = 0, have been considered. Two different 2-dimensional (20) earthquake mo-
tions having maximum accelerations of about 1/3 g were used. 
In Chapter 2 it was seen that when a system is subjected to the two 
horizontal components of an earthquake, in general, each component of the 
dynamic loading tends, through the inelastic interaction that exists between 
the moments at a yielding section, to reduce the mass acceleration of the 
system in the orthogonal coordinate direction. Response spectra computed for 
the single mass systems studied in Chapter 2 did not differ in a practical 
sense, whether inelastic interaction was included in the analysis or not. 
This is generally the case except for stiff systems (i.e., T ~ 0.3 sec) having 
yield strengths lower than the ones considered in this study. 
In Chapter 3 the p-~ ~ffect was introduced. The combined effects of 
inelastic interaction and gravity were studied in the same single mass systems 
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used in Chapter 2. The maximum response of a system of this type became quite 
sensitive to the amount of work hardening used, i.e., to the combination of 
work hardening and percentage of critical axial load in the system, parameters 
which determine the 10 static stability limit of the system after yielding. It 
was found that whenever the system's maximum displacement, computed using 10 
analysis and omitting gravity effects, exceeded 7 percent of the mentioned 
stability limit. the inclusion of inelastic interaction and P-6 effects in the 
analysis would produce larger displacements in the system, and these cannot be 
predicted by 10 analysis. 
In Chapter 4 two different five story buildings were subjected to the 
first 8 seconds of the 1940 El Centro earthquake. For the cases studied the 
columns of the building usually dissipated about four times more energy by 
means of plastic deformation when inelastic interaction was included in the 
analysis than when it was not. However, the total energy dissipated hyster-
etically in the building was practically the same regardless of whether a 20 
or 10 analysis was made. Therefore, inelastic interaction reduces the hyster-
esis energy produced by the girders. The columns l ductility requirements 
doubled in several stories when inelastic interaction was considered. In-
clusion of the P-6 effect in the analysis caused the results just mentioned 
to be further amplified. Even with the changes in the distribution of ductil-
ity requirements among the building members, the effects of inelastic inter-
action could only be observed in the maximum displacements of the system when 
members of the elasto-plastic type were used or the P-6 effect was considered. 
The maximum relative story displacements computed using 20 analysis differed 
notably from the ones obtained by means of a lD analysis when gravity effects 
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were included in the computations. Duration of the earthquake is an important 
factor when the P-6 effect is considered. In order to have a better idea of 
the influence of gravity effects in the 20 model 4 additional seconds of the 
record were used (i.e., 12 sec in total). During these additional four seconds 
the system displacements increased in the NS direction in the amounts ranging 
from 10 to 23 percent. 
5.2 Conclusions 
This investigation demonstrates that inelastic interaction can sig-
nificantly increase the response of a framed structure when it is considered 
in conjunction with the P-~ effect. Furthermore, it is clear that strength 
rather than just ductility should be provided in the columns to more effectively 
avoid large deformations and possible collapse. However, by doing so the more 
rigid structure will build up larger shear forces at the story levels to the 
point where an open frame as the structural solution may not be the most rea-
sonable solution. 
It has also been seen that the amount of work hardening included 
in the analysis can prove to be a decisive factor in the maximum response and 
stability of the system. This point requires careful attention. Moreover, it 
seems necessary to extend the model presented to include degrading stiffness 
so that the individual and combined effects of inelastic interaction, gravity 
and a deteriorating stiffness can be broadly assessed and compared. 
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Table 2.1 
Yield Base Shear Coefficients 
T = 0.3 sec 0.4 sec 0.5 sec 0.6 sec 0.7 sec 
Eq. 2.1 0.333 0.250 0.200 0.167 0.143 
Eq. 2.2 O,~ 070 . 0.064 0.059 0.056 0.053 
Eg. 2. 1 4.8 3.9 3.4 3.0 2.7 Eq. 2.2 
Table 2.2 
System Properties 
T Mass S k c V U 
k-sec2/in. 
y y 
sec k/in. kline kips in. 
0.3 1 .0 0.02 438.65 21.93 128.80 0.294 
0.4 1 .0 0.02 246.74 12.34 96.60 0.392 
0.5 1 .0 0.02 157.91 7.90 77.28 0.489 
0.6 1 .0 0.02 109.66 5.48 64.40 0.587 
0.7 1 .0 0.02 80.57 4.03 55.20 0.685 
Table 2.3 
Orthogonal Yield Strength Ratio b ='Vyl /Vy2 
T2 T1 0.3 sec 0.4 sec 0.5 sec 0.6 sec 0.7 sec 
0.3 sec 1 .00 0.75 0.60 0.50 0.43 
0.4 sec 1.33 1.00 OQ80 0.67 0.57 
0.5 sec 1.67 1 .25 1 .00 0.83 0.71 
0.6 sec 2.00 1 .50 1.20 1 .00 0.86 
0.7 sec 2.33 1 .75 1.40 1 . 17 1 .00 
EI/L 
Kb 
0 
1/8 
1/4 
1/2 
00 
PIPE 
(R.F.) 
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Table 3.1 
Critical Load for Elastic and Rigid Bar Model 
Elastic Bar Model Rig i d Ba r t~o del 
P = (ZL)2 EI P E L2 cr 
p-
E
-. -
tan ZL = _ EI/L ZL ZL k 
Kb 1T2EI/L 2 EI/L3 
tan ZL = 0 1T 1 .0 12 
tan ZL = - ZL/8 2.8044 0.797 9 
tan ZL = - ZL/4 2.5705 0.669 7.5 
tan ZL = - ZL/2 2.2889 0.531 6 
tan ZL = - ZL 2.0288 0.417 4.8 
tan ZL = ...: 00 1T/2 0.25 3 
Table 3.2 
Effect of Axial Load on Lateral Stiffness of 
Column with Restrained End Rotation 
kL 
P 
cr 
1T2EI/L2 
1 .216 
0.912 
0.760 
0.608 
0.486 
0.304 
M= (R. F. ) x 6E1 U (R.F.) = (ZL)2 Z2 = -'=-L2 6ZL sin ZL EI 12 - 1 - cos ZL 
0 0.05 0 .. 085 0.10 0 .. 20 0.40 . 0.60 0.80 
1.0000 0.9917 0.9859 0.9834 0.9666 0.9323 0.8968 0.8603 
P 
cr 
PE 
1 .216 
1 . 144 
1 .136 
1 . 145 
1 .166 
1 .216 
1 .00 
0.8225 
Table 3.3 
Properties for Systems Including Gravity Effects 
0 
T Mass S P k c V V U -p- Y Y Y 
sec k-sec2/in. cr kline kline kips kips in. 
0.3 1 .0 0.02 0.07 471.67 23.58 128.80 138.49 0.294 
0.4 1.0 0.02 0.07 265.31 13.27 96.60 103.87 0.392 
0.5 1 .0 0.02 0.07 169.80 8.49 77.28 83.10 0.489 
0.6 1.0 0.02 0.07 117 . 92 5.90 64.40 69.25 0.587 c..n U1 
0.7 1.0 0.02 0.07 86.63 4.33 55.20 59.35 0.685 
<: 
Table 3.4 
Maximum Displacement-Time History of Systems to the 
1940 El Centro x 1.5 Record, P-6 Effect Included 
U1 
C'I 
...... 
Table 3.5 
Maximum Displacement-Time History of Systems to the 
1952 Taft x 1.76 x 1.5 Record, p-~ Effect Included 
U1 
-......J 
58 
Table 3.6 
Input and Hysteresis Energy-Time History, 
1940 El Centro x 1.5 Record, p-~ Effect Included 
~ T (sec) 4 sec 8 sec 12 sec 16 sec 20 sec 
20 i 588 917 1139 1140 1188 
NS h 507 747 926 955 980 
10 i 434 693 880 90S 929 
0.3 h 378 555 735 786 786 
20 i 223 480 652 712 868 
EW h 190 380 555 596 782 
10 i 144 358 546 597 769 h 92 217 407 427 538 
i 647 1210 1424 *** 2D h 609 1276 2238 *** NS 
i 661 1153 1349 1512 1565 10 h 622 1221 1831 2724 4257 
0.4 i 291 548 779 *** 20 h 297 604 982 *** nJ 
i 364 693 954 1077 1217 10 h 336 705 1043 1308 1876 
i 599 1132 1399 1563 *** 20 h 509 1050 1644 2597 *** NS 
10 i 574 1185 1473 1648 1764 
0.5 h 49S 993 1362 1551 1694 
i 329 529 867 925 *** 20 h 326 589 1043 1339 *** EW 
10 i 465 721 1091 1161 1261 h 430 683 1125 1236 1483 
i 517 1014 1231 1455 *** 20 h 412 10~0 1650 h 0840 *** NS 
10 i 555 1132 1444 1653 1780 
0.6 h 447 1002 1428 1909 2319 
i 277 427 783 878 *** 20 h 269 594 1360 9039 *"",* EW 
10 i 308 453 864 889 1014 h 255 410 870 882 1136 
20 i 478 974 1127 1246 1350 
NS h 356 846 1120 1373 1632 
10 i 544 1098 1281 1419 1529 
0.7 h 401 915 1138 1323 1475 
20 i 206 363 628 654 685 
EW h 186 364 646 683 .769 
10 i 199 403 710 732 799 h 145 347 677 684 774 
i = Input Energy/Mass (in. 2/sec2) 
h = Hysteresis Energy/Mass (in. 2/sec 2) 
24 sec 30 sec 
1276 1412 
1058 1347 
101e 1113 
842 961 
994 1249 
1040 2314 
838 1048 
590 738 
*** 
*** 
1299 *** 
2355 *** 
1824 2040 
1862 2437 
1345 1558 
1762 2480 
1813 1925 
2488 3259 
11 05 1286 
1333 1729 
1398 1413 
1919 8390 
1532 1660 
1488 1723 
753 583 
918 3151 
887 1013 
874 1001 
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Table 3.7 
Input and Hysteresis Energy-Time History, 
1952 Taft x 1.76 x 1.5 Record, p-~ Effect Included 
~ T (sec) 4 se.c 8 sec 12 sec 16 sec 20 sec 24 sec 
i 102 618 *** 20 h 66 653 *** N2lE 
10 i 85 666 1352 1502 1572 1595 h 36 567 1191 1392 1462 1496 
0.3 i 130 728 *** 20 h 82 628 *** S69E 
i 133 772 1318 *** 10 h 68 771 2236 *** 
i 79 463 929 *** 20 h 40 390 830 *** N21E 
i 96 569 1160 *** 10 h 34 524 1634 *** 0.4 
i 166 902 1120 *** 20 h 104 933 2109 *** S69E 
i 160 953 1227 1497 *** 10 h 77 951 1676 2828 *** 
20 i 72 538 935 1511 1609 1725 
N2lE h 55 465 800 1354 1525 1700 
i 75 483 933 1437 1567 *** 10 h 18 438 943 2300 3757 *** 0.5 
20 i 182 838 1079 1386 1360 1435 
S69E h 153 706 967 1347 1672 2124 
10 i 191 843 1157 1477 1466 1545 h 138 716 997 1288 1450 1625 
i 147 624 1008 1485 1592 *** 20 h 134 552 980 1867 3089 *** N21E 
10 i 192 727 1114 1734 1920 2152 h 167 638 987 1591 1842 2490 0.6 
i 235 765 1001 1147 1208 *** 20 h 213 697 940 1483 2555 *** 
S69E i 280 860 11 07 1293 1379 1434 10 h 232 738 928 1078 1173 1206 
i 137 559 908 1308 1457 1602 20 h 123 488 861 1420 1967 3506 N21E 
10 i 124 574 974 1458 1656 1896 
0.7 h 96 494 847 1278 1437 1903 
i 205 650 870 1044 1200 1256 20 h 169 546 726 900 1087 1205 S69E 
10 i 200 834 1024 1134 1306 1399 h 168 708 869 903 1110 1193 
i = Input Energy/Mass (in. 2/sec 2) 
h = Hysteresis Energy/Mass (in. 2/sec 2) 
30 sec 
1660 
1524 
1793 
2503 
1509 
5508 
1630 
1813 
2283 
3010 
1542 
1307 
*** 
*** 
2048 
2241 
*** 
*** 
1497 
1323 
T 
sec 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
Mass 
k-see2/in. 
1.0 
1 .0 
1 .0 
1 .0 
1 .0 
1.0 
Table 3.8 
T = 0.7 System Properties When the Amount of 
Axial Loading is Varied 
(3 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
0.02 
P 
-P-
er 
0 
0.05 
0.07 
0.08 
0.09 
0.10 
k 
k/in. 
80.57 
84.81 
86.63 
87.57 
88.54 
89.52 
c 
k/in. 
4.03 
4.24 
4.33 
4.38 
4.43 
4.48 
Vy 
kips 
55.20 
55.20 
55.20 
55.20 
55.20 
55.20 
o 
V y. 
kips 
55.20 
58. 11 
59.35 
60.00 
60.66 
61 .33 
u 
Y 
in. 
0.685 
0.685 
m 
0.685 a 
0.685 
0.685 
0.685 
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Fig. 2.3 The E1 Centro 1940 Ground Acceleration-Time History 
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Fig. 2.6 Yielding Behavior 
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Fig. 2.9 Dynamic Stiffness Variation 
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Fig. 2.13 Maximum Response to the 1940 E1 Centro x 1.5 Record 
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Fig. 2.14 Maximum Response to the 1952 Taft x 1.76 x 1.5 Record 
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APPENDIX A 
MEMBER FORCE-DISPLACEMENT RELATIONS 
A. 1 P 1 as tic i ty 
In this appendix a space frame nonlinear element is developed. 
Yielding is restricted to the element end sections. In general, work harden-
ing materials are considered, however, spreading of yielding through the length 
of the member is not included. 
Instead of dealing with the states of stress and deformation at single 
points, the member section stress and strain resultant vectors, Q and q re-
s s 
spectively, are used (11). The interaction between the components of a yield-
ing section force vector, known as inelastic interaction, must be described 
by a theory of plasticity. 
The magnitudes of the forces acting at a section liS" may be com-
bined in a number of ways in order to produce yielding. Furthermore, all the 
possible yielding combinations are contained in a functional ~. This func-
s 
tional ~ representing the boundaries of the elastic behavior of the section 
s 
"SII is known as the yield condition, and can be visualized as a surface in 
the corresponding force space (Fig. A.l). In order to neglect the contribu-
tion from the effects of a particular force on the yielding of a section, this 
force is merely excluded from the yield condition (i.e., from ~ ). 
s 
In plasticity, 1I1oading" is said to occur if the force vector, Os' 
remains on the yield surface as the state of deformation changes. For the 
case of general loading paths, i.e., the force vector changing direction during 
loading, a deformation theory of plasticity is not adequate (3). In Appendix 
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A of reference (13) the most commonly used incremental or flow theories of 
plasticity are discussed. The one chosen for the present work is Prager1s 
kinematic hardening theory as modified by Ziegler (26). This theory takes 
into account the Bauschinger effect existing in work hardening materials, 
and has a simple mathematical representation. 
In what follows the equations are presented in incremental form 
with the knowledge that the increments are used to approximate differentials. 
It is always assumed that in a plastically deforming element (sec-
tion), the incremental displacement can be decomposed into elastic and plastic 
parts, 
= L1q e 
s 
+ L1q P 
s 
(A.l ) 
The elastic part follows Hooke's Law while the plastic part follows a plastic 
potential flow rule ( 7). The plastic potential flow rule used, known as the 
v. Mises' flow rule, states that if a corresponding plastic deformation space 
axis system is superimposed on the force space axis system, the plastic defor-
mation increment vector lies on the exterior normal to the yield surface at 
the force point, 
L1q P = Ns AS (A. 2) s 
where 
d<P 
Ns = 
s (A.3) 
80s 
and A 
s 
is a positive scalar. 
It remains only to specify a hardening rule to be able to fully 
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describe in a mathematical sense the plastic behavior of a material (26). 
Prageris kinematic hardening theory assumes that, during loading, the yield 
surface displaces in the force space without suffering any deformation. Let 
the vector a denote the total translation (in force units) that the yield 
s 
surface has undergone. Then the current yield condition at any moment is of 
the form, 
= const. (A.4) 
According to Ziegler1s modification, the incremental translation of the yield 
surface during loading is given by; 
~a = (-Q - a ) w 
s s s s 
(A. 5) 
~s is a scalar which has a positive value, vanishes, or is negative depending 
on whether the material considered is work hardening, elasto-plastic, or work 
softening. This translation can be represented geometrically as illustrated 
in Fig. A.2 for a two-force space and a work-hardening material. 
The force vector must remain on the yield surface as plastic flow 
takes place. This condition is stated as 
( ~Q - ~a ) .. N = 0 
s s s 
(A. 6) 
recognizing of course that this normality condition holds only when incre-
ments are made infinitely small. Thus, during the load increment the resisting 
force increment ~Q, (P_P iI ), is developed from a combination of translation of 
the yield surface, (P_Pi), and tangential movement along the surface, (P'-Pll). 
The magnitude of the scaling associated with the shift of the origin of the 
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yield surface can now be found from Eqs. A.5 and A.6 as 
11S = 
N .. 6Q 
s s (A.7) 
CQ -0:) GN 
s s s 
Finally, it is assumed that the vector c6q: is the projection of 
6Q on the exterior normal of the yield surface so 
s 
(6Q - c6q p) .. N = 0 
s s s 
(A.B) 
The scalar c, which depends on the plastic properties of the section (material), 
may be assumed to be a function of the force vector history, and/or of the po-
sition of the force vector in the yield surface. Curvilinear or multi-linear 
analytical models representing this stiffness, c, have been used extensively 
for the no-interaction problem (i.e., for a yield condition depending on a 
single force). An example is the linear strain hardening model shown in Fig. 
A.3. For the multi-force problem Isakson et ale (13) suggest computing for 
every loading step a Itc" value for each force in the yield condition, as if 
there were no other forces, present. Then, use a weighted average taking into 
account the direction the plastic deformation increment has to take (i.e., 
normal to the yield surface at the force point). 
For the purposes of the present work a constant value of c is used. 
Conflict in the character of this parameter when relating different forces to 
their corresponding displacements does not arise since only the two orthogonal 
moments at a section are included in yield condition. A different value of c 
could be used for each force (i.e., C.6qP would be used in Eq. A.B and sub-
1 1 S 
sequent derivations instead of C6Qi), especially when the components of the 
force space do not have the same units. 
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Using Eqs. A.2 and A.8 the flow constant for the load increment is 
obtained: 
A = 
s 
(A.9) 
However, for problems other than monotonic loading it is convenient to have 
A in terms of the displacement increment instead of the force increment. 
s 
This form is derived in the next section. 
The sign of A provides a convenient way to determine whether, for 
s 
the increment under investigation, loading continues or unloading takes place. 
The condition A < 0 violates the plastic potential (20), therefore "unloading" 
s 
must occur. This is the case regardless of whether the material is work hard-
ening (i.e., c > 0), elasto-plastic (i.e., c = 0), or work softening (i.e., 
c < 0). 
A.2 Frame Element 
Figure A.4 shows a typical space frame element. The bar torsion 
and axial deformations have been omitted from the generalized coordinates as 
they are not considered in the present investigation. However, the deriva= 
tions to follow are made in a general form. Discrete hinges are allowed only 
at the end sections, a and b, of a member (i.e., spreading of yielding is not 
considered even though under work hardening, the force vector at sections 
adjacent to the yielding section should reach a similar yield condition). The 
equilibrium of the portion of the member between hinges or potential hinges 
can be stated as: 
6Q 
a 
6Qb 
= 
124 
6q e 
a 
(A.10) 
where the partitioned matrix [K] is the elastic stiffness matrix of the mem-
ber when neglecting the zone of yielding that may be occurring at either end. 
To apply the direct stiffness method it is necessary to have the 
(incremental) force-displacement relations for a member in terms of its (in-
cremental) end displ~cements, i . e. , 
6Q S Sab 6q a aa a 
= (A. 11 ) 
6Qb Sba Sbb 6qb 
The matrix [Sl depends on the state of the member: 
1 . End a elastic; ~ 2 ~ 2 and Aa < b < r or = ra a a a 
End b elastic; ~b 2 ~b 2 and Ab < 0 < rb or = rb 
[S] = [K] (A.12) 
2. End a yielding; ~ 2 and A 0 = ra > a a -
End b elastic; ~b < 2 2 and Ab < 0 rb or ~b = rb 
6Q
a [ Kaa Kab 
6q e 
= 
a (A. 13) 
6Qb Kba Kbb 6qb 
According to Eq. A.l, Eq. A.13 can be written as 
= 
[
Kaa 
K ba 
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(A. 14a) 
(A.14b) 
Using Eqs. A.14a and A.2, the orthogonality condition of Eq. A.B can, for this 
case, be stated as follows 
( K i1q + K b i1q b - Kaa N A - cN A ) @ N = 0 aa a a a a a a a (A.15) 
Solving for A 
a 
Pab > 
i1q 
<Paa a Aa = s 
a i1qb 
(A. 16) 
where 
sa = NTK N + cNTN a aa a a a (A. 17) 
> (A.1B) 
and the transpose of a vector is indicated by the superscript T. 
Introducing Eqs. A.2 and A.16 into Eq. A.14 the matrix [S] of Eq. 
A.ll is found to be 
[S] = [K] - __ 1 [A] 
sa 
(A.19) 
where 
K N NT K 
aa a a aa 
K N NT K 
aa a a ab 
[A] = (A.20) 
K N NT K - -T Kb N N K b ba a a aa a a a a 
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Equation A.19 can now be assembled into the system stiffness matrix. 
The value of A is computed from Eq. A.16 after the member end displacements 
a 
are obtained. If "un1oadingll is detected at this point, the hinge in question 
disappears, producing a conflict between the member properties predicted and 
the results obtained at the end of the step. To go back in the analysis would 
be impractical in most cases. Rather, an iterative procedure to correct the 
error created can be used (Appendix B). However, if A is not found to be 
a 
negative, the yield surface must displace in its corresponding force space; 
Eqs. A.5 and A.7 are used, i.e., 
6a 
a 
= 
-T - -N (Q - a ) 
a a a 
(A. 21 ) 
(A.22) 
furthermore, Eq. A.2 may be used to compute permanent distortions. 
3. End a elastic; 
End b yielding; 
or 
and 
and A < 0 
a 
Equations for this state can be obtained by interchanging subscripts a and b 
in state 2 then reordering the equations so that those pertaining to node a 
are still listed first 
6q 
a 
(A.23) 
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(A.24) 
<Pba - -T -T (A.25) Pbb = Nb Kba Nb Kbb 
[5] = [K] - _1 [B] (A.26) 
sb 
- -T 
KabNbNb Kba 
--T 
KabNbNb Kbb 
[B] = (A.27) 
--T 
KbbNbNb Kba 
--T 
KbbNbNb Kbb 
(A.28) 
-T-
= 
Nb ~Qb (A.29) llb 
RbT COb - ab) 
4. End a yielding; <P 2 and A > 0 =::r . a a a -
End b yielding; 2 <Pb = rb and Ab ~ 0 
~Q K Kab 1 ~q e a aa a 
= 
Kbb J (A.30) ~Qb Kba ~q e b 
According to Eq. A.l, Eq. A.30 can be written as 
f}Q 
a 
= 
K 
aa 
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f}q - f}q P 
a a 
(A.31) 
Using Eqs. A.31 and A.2, the orthogonality condition of Eq. A.8 can, for this 
case, be stated as follows 
(Kaaf}qa + Kabf}qb - Kaa Na Aa - KabNbAb - cNa Aa) .. Na = 0 
(A.32a) 
(A.32b) 
Using Eq. A.32b to eliminate Ab from Eq. A.32a, the value of Aa is found. 
Ab is symmetric to Aa 
A = Tlaa Tlab a 
Ab = Tlba Tlbb 
where 
f}q 
a 
f}qb 
f}q 
a 
f}qb 
(A.33) 
(A.34) 
> 
(A.35) 
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(A.36) 
t 1 -T - -T - (A.37) = s ~ Na KabNbNb .KbaNa a a 
tb 1 -T - -T - (A.38) = sb - -- Nb Kb N N K bNb sa a a a a 
h = t s = t s 
a b b a (A.39) 
The other quantities appearing in these equations have been defined pre-
viously. 
Substituting Eqs. A.2, A.33 and A.34 into Eq. A.31 the matrix [S] 
of relation A.ll is found to be 
[S] = [K] - _1 [A] - _1 [B] + 1 [H] 
ta tb h (A.40) 
where 
Haa H b ] [H] = 
H:b Hba 
(A. 41 ) 
Haa 
- -T --T + - -T --T = K N N K bNbNb Kb K bNbNb Kb N N K aa a a a a a a a a aa (A.42a) 
Hab = 
- -T --T 
KaaNaNa KabNbNb Kbb + - -T --T KabNbNb KbaNaNa Kab (A.42b) 
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H = HT ba ab (A.42c) 
(A.42d) 
Translation of the yield surfaces a and b in their respective force-
space is given by the equation sets A.2l - A.22, and A.28 - A.29 respectively. 
A.3 Final Remarks 
Most analytical work on nonlinear response of planar frames has 
been based on the flexural yielding capacity of the structural members. Here 
too, as was stated earlier, only flexure will be responsible for yielding. 
The scalar "c" describes the rotational stiffness of a plastic sec-
tion (i.e., a plastic hinge). In this work the parameter IIC II for each column 
is computed arbitrarily from the average of its rotational stiffnesses in each 
direction, i.e., 
c = (A.43a) 
where E, L, I l , I2 are the modulus of elasticity of the material, the length 
of the member, the section moments of inertia in the principal directions 1 and 
2 respectively. The quantity p is a percentage which takes on the values 
p = 00, p > 0, p = 0, p < 0 corresponding to the elastic, work hardening, 
elastic-perfectly plastic and work softening cases. Girders are constrained 
to respond in just one plane. Hence, for each girder "C ll is taken as 
c = 
4EIl 
p--L (A.43b) 
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An elliptical yield surface is used in this work. For the general 
objective of the present investigation this yield condition is adequate. The 
equation defining the yield surface is 
<P = 
s 
= (A.44) 
where Ml and MYl are the moment at and the yield (i.e., fully plastic) moment 
of section "SII in the principal direction 1. When the strength of the element 
(i.e., the yield moment) is the same in both principal directions, Eq. A.44 
becomes the equation of a circle (i.e., spherical yield condition). It is 
clear that when the element is constrained to respond in just one plane (e.g., 
the girders) the model produces bi-linear hysteresis loops. 
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APPENDIX B 
DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM 
B.l Idealization of System 
For various reasons the dynamic analysis of a system usually in-
cludes some of the following idealizations: 
a. The mass is assumed located at convenient locations. 
b. Some inertia forces are neglected. 
c. The strain energy is computed using a reduced number of 
possible degrees of freedom. 
d. Displacement compatibility may not be satisfied at cer-
tain places. 
In this work the computation of the response to base excitation of 
a typical frame building involves the following: 
a. The total mass of each story is located on the floor levels. 
b. Vertical inertia forces are neglected. This excludes the 
joint rotations from the set of dynamic degrees of freedom 
as well as the vertical component of the earthquake from the 
analysis (base rocking is not considered either). 
c. All effects from member axial, torsional, and shear deforma-
tion are neglected. Furthermore, it is assumed that the slab 
at each floor prevents the girders from bending with respect 
to a vertical axis. 
Accordingly, the ith floor level provides three dynamic degrees of 
freedom (i.e., three generalized coordinates) which for convenience are taken 
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as two orthogonal horizontal translations Uil and Ui2 plus the torsional ro-
tation y. of the mass center. The vector containing all system dynamic de-
l 
grees of freedom is called U, and it is measured relative to the ground. 
B.2 Governing Equations 
The incremental theory of plasticity as outlined in Appendix A as 
well as any suitable scheme of solution, require that the equations governing 
the response of the structure be written in an incremental form. In general, 
the restoring force vector Q in the system will not be the same at the begin-
ning and at the end of a time interval. This calls for an iterative procedure 
in order to converge to the correct increment of the displacement vector ~q 
for the time step in question. A variant of the IIInitial Stress Method ll 
(27) is used in this work. Let the increment in restoring force from time 
t to time t + ~t be expressed as 
(B. 1 ) 
where Kt is the stiffness matrix of the system at time t (i.e., the tangent 
stiffness matrix for the system. For a given ~Q the values of ~q and ~R that 
satisfy Eq. B.l and the force vector-displacement vector relationship for 
every member in the system can be arrived at in a number of ways. If the 
chosen process of successive approximations accumulates displacements to ar-
rive at ~q in a way similar to the one described below, the vector ~R is a mea-
sure of the corrective unbalariced residual forces created during the itera-
tions of the step. The distortion vector q contains the vector e representing 
the joint rotations produced by the dynamic degrees of freedom as well as the 
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dynamic displacement vector IT itself. Again, neglecting the inertia forces 
produced by joint rotation the dynamic equilibrium of the system can be 
stated in the following form: 
where 
o 
+ 
M 
o 
= (B.2) 
6.y 
dots represent derivatives with respect to time, 
r~ is the diagonal mass matrix of the system, 
C is the damping matrix of the system, 
the vector 6.r represents small residual forces 1I1 eft over ll from 
the iterative process of the last time step, and 
6.y is a vector constructed with the corresponding components of 
the ground acceleration increment vector for the time step 
being investigated. 
Let the acceleration vector U vary linearly between every two con-
secutive time stations, then by direct integration the equations of motion 
can be expressed in a pseudo-static form: 
Kee 6.e 6.r e 6.Re 
* - t [Kt ]{6.q} = = + 
Kue 6.U + 6.rU 6. RU t 
(B.3) 
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where 
[DUU ] 
t 
and 
= 
..--
[KUU ] 
t 
+ 
(B.4) 
[C] (~t dY } 2 t 
(B.5) 
Ut and Ut represent the relative acceleration and velocity vectors of the sys-
tem at the beginning of the time step. Equations B.3, B.4 and B.5 constitute 
the "Linear Acceleration Method. II 
B.3 Computation of Response 
* At the beginning of every integration step the symmetric matrix Kt 
and the dynamic load increment vector ~F in Eq. B.3 are computed. Next the 
* matrix Kt is upper triangularized and an initial displacement vector ~qo is 
computed while neglecting the vector ~R. As the mass and damping matrices are 
considered to remain constant during the time step, unbalanced residual forces 
arise only from changes occurring in the stiffnesses of the members. These 
residual forces are comput~d and applied to the structure to obtain an addi-
tional set of displacements ~ql which at the same time creates a new set of 
residual forces ~r2. The process is repeated until the desired convergence 
criterion is satisfied. Fast convergence is usually obtained in two or three 
iterations without lIaccelerating" the process, i.e., without updating the sys-
tem stiffness matrix every iteration, in this form triangularization of the 
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* system tangent matrix Kt , which is the most time consuming part of the anal-
ysis, is performed only once every time step. 
B.4 Residual Forces 
Any additional displacements of the structure nodes also cause an 
increment in the force vector of the members. This increment, for a particu-
lar member, is computed using its updated stiffness characteristics. However, 
when interaction between forces in the member affects its stiffness properties, 
the force increment vector leaves the yield surface (unless increments were 
infinitely small (Appendix A), or the portion of the yield surface on which 
the force vector is traveling is flat). The force vector must be pulled back 
to the yield surface. Special care must be taken not to violate equilibrium 
of the member forces. In the present work, where the yield condition depends 
only on the member moments (Appendix A), the force vector is brought down to 
the yield surface toward the current center of the yield surface, and the 
shears are modified to preserve equilibrium. This final force state of the 
member, substracted from the one at the end of the last iteration augmented 
by the force increment computed from the member tangent stiffness (i.e., the 
member stiffness last assembled into the system stiffness) yields the member 
residual forces. 
B.5 Damping Matrix 
In order to be able to specify any desired amount of damping for each 
one of the modes of vibration of a system an orthogonal damping matrix must be 
constructed. 
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Orthogonality of the normal modes of vibration of a system can be 
expressed as 
[A]T [M] [A] = [IJ (B. 6) 
where the columns of matrix [AJ contain the normalized eigenvectors of the 
system at the desired time, and [IJ represents the unit matrix. It is de-
sired to have 
[A]T [C] [A] = L2Sw-J (B.7) 
where S. is the percentage of critical damping wanted for the ith mode and 
1 
w. is the corresponding natural frequency. From Eqs. B.6 and B.7 it is seen 
1 
that the sought damping matrix is 
[C] = [M] [A] L 2Sw-J [A] T [M] (B.8) 
It can be shown that the orthogonal matrix [C] is a complicated combination 
of the [M] and [K] matrices of the system (14). 
During the nonlinear response of a system its eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors change constantly. To update the damping matrix every step 
would be very expensive. Equation B.7 can be used few times during the anal-
ysis to check the degree of variation in the percentages of critical damping 
produced by the use of a constant damping matrix constructed at the start of 
the analysis. 
B.6 Scaling of Torsional Displacements 
For a typical building structure the stiffness coefficients obtained 
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from unit floor rotations are several orders of magnitude larger than the 
corresponding translational ones. To avoid numerical problems arising from 
ill-conditioned equations, the distances from the columns to the floor center 
of mass can be scaled down. 
Let the behavior of a system be represented by the following set 
of differential equations; 
(B.9) 
In order to scale the vector IT to a more convenient size IT ,a diagonal 
sc 
matrix containing the desired scaling coefficients is used: 
{IT } = LSC-J {IT} 
sc 
(B.10) 
In order to preserve symmetry (and its advantages, i.e., orthogonality pro-
perties, reduced storage, etc.) the load vector needs to be transformed 
(scaled) also: 
(B.ll) 
Equation B.9, in terms of the scaled vectors, can be written as follows: 
+ LSC-J [K] LSC-J L sc-J {IT} = LSC-.]-l (F) (B.12) 
or 
(B.13) 
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Again, the scale matrix should be chosen with the triple product C-sc-J- l 
[K] C-sc-J- l in mind. Results from Eq. B.13 are interpreted using Eqs. 
B. 10 and B.ll. 
